Recent reforms in Spain´s business climate:
Assessment and pending issues

The Spanish government has adopted a number of structural reforms aimed to improve the
of the insolvency regime, which has improved the risk sharing balance between creditors and
debtors and includes new provisions for personal insolvency. In contrast, not enough has been
done to reform professional services – despite commitments from the past two administrations.
In the remaining policy areas, progress has been mixed. Reform of the competition and
regulatory authorities offers some prospects of improved decision-making. However, the changes
raise concerns over the independence and accountability of the new regime. In the area of
entrepreneurship, the Government has focused efforts on reducing start-up costs, but still
the electricity sector and reforms to increase openness and competition in the management
pending issues.

Introduction
Optimal business climate regulation is an essential
In the EU/Euro Area context, where countries

this front.
In November 2011, following Spain´s general
elections, there was a change in the central
main lines of business climate regulation. Now,
term, it seems appropriate to look at the progress

power. For this reason, it is important to examine
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The Spanish government has actively pursued a structural reform agenda since
2012. While notable progress has been made in some areas, such as improving
the insolvency regime, reforms in other key areas have yet to be adopted, or in
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In this context, this paper focuses on regulatory
(i.e.
areas: entrepreneurship, competition enforcement,
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Monitoring progress on reforming
Spain´s business climate
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with those that appear in the Spanish National

economic institutions (the European Commission,

Scope of policy reform

conceptual structure to single out which policy

(Spanish Reforms nomenclature for policy areas and subareas)
Area

Subarea
1.2. Internationalization
1.3. Entrepreneurship
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Spanish Reforms

2.1. Competition enforcement

3.1. Labour market regulations
3.2. Active labour market policies

5.1. Economic governance

6.3. Other welfare state reforms
Source: SpanishReforms project.
2

Spanish Reforms
Spanish Reforms
UNCAS,
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Main business climate reforms passed and in force since 2012, by policy area
(Spanish Reforms nomenclature for policy subareas)

creation. February 22 , 2013.
September 28th, 2013.
hiring. March 1st, 2014.
Competition enforcement

, 2013.

th

,

th

2013.
, 2013.

th
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Entrepreneurship

, 2014.

th

, 2014.

th

Insolvency law

49

September 5th, 2014.
, 2014.

February 28th, 2015.
None.
Note (*): Recent reforms prompted by the transposition of the EU services directive to Spanish law have improved how
professional services operate in Spain. However, further action is needed to remove existing guidelines, as well as improve
and Financial Outlook 2014).
Source: SpanishReforms project.

1. Entrepreneurship
2. Competition enforcement
Labour market reform

it is fair to mention that there are other important
types of contracts for entrepreneurs that allow
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year. It is still too soon to make a comprehensive

of 256 euros per month to 50 euros per month.
reforms in the regulations of entrepreneurship,

main concern, however, is the macroeconomic
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of poverty in Spain.

the social security contribution that companies pay
when hiring new workers on permanent contracts.
In particular, if a company hires a worker with a

Financial sector reform

permanent contracts in the company, the social
security contributions payable by the firm are

capital shortfall.
stimulating entrepreneurship contrasts with the

Suppliers’ payment system.
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International policy best practices in favour of

than 42 billion euros.

below.

Entrepreneurship
Competition enforcement
in

supporting

entrepreneurship

has

been

of social contributions a young entrepreneur
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successive commitments to reform the institutional
in Spain. Finally, Law 3/2013, creating the

Regulation of product and service
markets
Single market law

Commission integrates the function of the former

One of the main concerns with the reform is that
it might have been taken by the Government as
competition competences back to the Ministries

formal calls from the European Commission
to the Spanish government to preserve the

or that represent an obstacle to setting up a

regional governments or local authorities. As a
result, the possibility of formally regulating market
unity in Spain (i.e. explicitly removing barriers to the

51
Law 20/2013 on the Spanish Single Market seeks

Law establishes the principle that any business

of staffing, it appears that the reform has not

right balance between respect for the normative
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authority became fully operational in October
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those of all the regulatory authorities in Spain,
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the current electricity price setting mechanism,
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by the Spanish Constitution to sub central
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the Constitution.

2014 the initiation of two separate processes that

Electricity

In the railway system, the Government will allow
services, in competition with the public one

up to free competition. With respect to the airport
capital to enter the company. In February 2015,
the company went public with the Government

i.e., users
of the system that generate part of the electricity

respect to the railway system, the liberalization

of passenger transport affects only one relatively
small segment of the network. Furthermore, the
real bottleneck for railway transport in Spain,
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freight transportation, appears not to be on

Assessment of these insolvency reforms is

the real possibility for the Spanish airport system
so much on the nature of ownership (private or
more risk in business operations. Given that

The insolvency law
In this area, there have been a large number of
changes since 2012. Back in 2009, the reforms

Professional services
institutions to reform the professional services
regulations in Spain, for instance, one of the
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vs.

has been one of the reform avenues post 2012,

Spanish government, this sector of activity
Spain.
On the actual policy front, the Spanish government
services law in August 2013, but since then there
of professional services remains without changes

—

however, that the previous Spanish government
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number of professions that require compulsory
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On the basis of this tentative text, the law will
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means of alternative markets.

entrepreneurship in Spain.
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entrepreneurs.

Main business climate reforms initiated since 2012 by policy area, approved but not yet in force
(Spanish Reforms nomenclature for policy subareas)
Last milestone

Business Financing.

Congress.

for entrepreneurs.

Government.
February 2015.

Entrepreneurship

Competition enforcement None.
None.
Insolvency Law

None.
None.

Source: SpanishReforms project.

Next step

Approval by the
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one in Spain, with the same name, corporate
service markets, there have been some important

Assessment and conclusion

have been stronger in certain policy areas than

Overall, the reforms of Spain´s business climate
appear not to have the caliber that the country´s
given that structural reforms are likely to be one of
the last policy areas for governments to exert their
national economic sovereignty.
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